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Abstract: Democratization and desovietization of criminal legal procedure in the Republic of Kazakhstan (RK)
is intended to withdrawal from the Soviet model of the criminal trial, which can be expressed in the
implementation of the positive experience of countries (including Western) with secular experience in
democratic development. This article is to consider the current legislation regulating the mitigation of
punishment and a simplified procedure for the crime investigation related to the guilty plead as well as the
possibility of plea bargain implementation in legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan as criminal procedure
instrument. The study discloses the nature of this institution, reveals its relationship with adjacent institutions,
identifies the most significant shortcomings of lawmakers (in the current RK Criminal Procedure Code) and
legislators (in the draft Criminal Procedure Code) while fixing the norms of simplified, abridged and compact
procedure in case of guilt avowal and plea bargain on cooperation in criminal procedure and the criminal
procedure law, as well as suggested the ways of problem solutions. The article summarizes the trends of foreign
legislation on approaches to preliminary investigation, the sentence in case of guilt avowal and prejudicial plea
bargain. The author’s conclusions can serve a basis for scientific debate about the nature, legal nature and
content of the plea bargain and agreement on the procedural cooperation as a part of it.
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INTRODUCTION Since the introduction of the special order of the

In the last two decades, it is necessary to enhance similarity of this institution and plea bargain is still
the efficiency of control over both the criminal groups and unsolved.
all other forms and types of organized crime. In this regard, there is a necessary to study both a

In fact, there are no doubts that identification of a character of deals with justice and the institution of
criminal group composition, exposing of all companions procedure agreement specified in the draft RK Code of
in crime, differentiation of the roles of each of them in the Criminal Procedure which is a combination of criminal and
certain crime are the main difficulties. The deals with the procedural criminal law regulating the public relations for
justice  are specifically assigned for the efficient detection the conclusion and implementation of the prejudicial
and investigation of assassinations, brigandage facts, cooperation agreement appearing between the parties to
crimes related to drug traffics and all kinds of corruption. the criminal legal procedure.

At the same time, economic component of the
criminal justice, the most expensive area of law The Substance of a Plea Bargain and Procedural
enforcement and management must be also taken into Cooperation Agreement: One of the institutions of the
account. In spite of known axiom that cheap justice is criminal procedure, adopted by many states is a plea
expensive for the state, the ways of cost reduction of legal bargain (or plea agreement). The point of this definition is
procedure first of all by differentiation of procedural forms revealed in United States publications as: “If the
by  introduction  of  the institution of “deals with the defendant pleads guilty to a crime then his initial charge
defendant” is the world practice applied in most of the will be reduced (or modified) and starting from that
civilized countries [1]. moment he will receive only a part of the sentence – a part

conclusion on the prejudicial agreement, a question of
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of this in prison or probation, but not full penalty that are other disadvantages such as the indictment for crimes
would have been assigned to him if the initial charge been that were not committed by the defendant, the
proven in court. For example, if the defendant pleads undermining of the status of an official investigation and
guilty in drug traffic (serious crime or felony), his charge others [6].
may  be  changed  to  the  illegal  possession  of  drugs In British legislation, this procedural institution has
(less serious crime)” [2]. less applied due to the negative attitude of the higher

This native American type of simplified procedure as British courts to participation of judges in the
“deal with justice” (plea bargain), long existing de facto negotiations between the parties. At the same time, the
(including national jurisprudence) has recently gained a avowal of guilt is very encouraged by British judges
legal status after prolonged debates. However, the therefore it is accelerates the legal procedure and reduces
opponents of deals with justice used almost the same the costs [7]. 
arguments as Kazakh opponents of the “special order”. Unlike Great Britain and United States, the
Only in 1971, after a decision of the United States continental European countries are more accurate in
Supreme Court in the case “Santobello against New implementation of plea bargain.
York”, a plea bargain fact has been formally identified as The court is obliged to use all authorized procedures
a “fact and the requirement of legal life” [3]. to ensure that the truth has been established and criminal

The  researchers  note  that this procedure can use penalties were applied to the really guilty person and not
two types of bargains with justice: the usual - straight the person who “abandoned the dispute” as a result of
plea and cooperation agreement. Thus, in the whole the bargain. A similar rule is provided by the Criminal
country in order to plea bargaining in 2009, the number of Procedure Code of France and Germany [8].
considered criminal cases was 96.3% of total. The recent legalization of the institute of deals with
Substantially, this index remained above 93.1% in all justice in Russian legal practice is interesting for analysis
judicial districts of United States. At the same time, of a plea deal and prejudgment agreements.
prejudicial cooperation with the defendant was carried out In present, the nature of the prejudicial agreement on
in 9855 cases during the period, or 12.5% of criminal cases cooperation is widely discussed. The existing views can
related to the category of felonies and serious be divided into two groups. The first group includes the
misdemeanors (Class A) [4]. views that a prejudicial agreement on cooperation is one

It should be noted that pragmatism as a traditional of the options of plea bargain [9]. The second group
part of the American order, reflected in the transactions of includes opposite views of scientists that according the
plea bargain, what in our opinion, distorts the basic idea prejudicial agreement is not a plea bargain [10] and the
of justice in this country. question of the nature of prejudicial agreement remains

Thus, the US Supreme Court announced in one of its unsolved.
decisions that there is nothing reprehensible in that the We have to agree with those who assume that the
court accepts a formal statement of the defendant on his requirement to include the circumstances which are
acceptance of guilt, despite the fact that the same subject to proof in a criminal case including proving the
defendant at the same time insisting on his innocence. guilt of the defendant in the crime, into the text of the
New York Court of Appeals has approved the conviction prejudicial agreement along with the qualifications of the
of one of the courts based on the statement of the acts of the defendant (suspect) presumes the confession
defendant on a plea of a crime, which was “logically and of guilt in the charge brought against him during
legally impossible” [5]. This attitude can result in unfair preliminary investigation (recognition of guilt by suspect
conviction of an innocent person and allows the culprit to in the crime) [11]. 
avoid  deserved  punishment,  what  is  unacceptable. Other researchers argue that the prejudicial
There is a discrepancy between the principle of agreement is not synonymous with the bargain because
procedural economy and the tasks of the criminal it does not possess these characteristics and they can not
procedure to expose the crime culprits (part 1, article 8 of occur during public criminal procedure [12]. However,
the Kazakhstan Criminal Procedure Code). there  are  no  significant arguments to support this idea.

Criticizing the approach discussed above, T. At the same time, the obligatory confession of guilt
Sarsenbayev rightly notes that a false confession in the regulated by the legal norms in majority of countries
bargaining will result in condemnation of the innocent and reveals the resemblance of studied categories. Meanwhile,
the guilty person remain unpunished. In addition, there Kazakh lawyers consider avowal of guilt as a bargain [13].
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The some foreign researchers consider the deal with the applied the simplified prejudicial proceedings. Obviously,
justice as a manifestation of the idea of freedom of the avowal of guilt is the main reason for the
contract in the field of criminal law [14]. implementation of simplified prejudicial proceedings. At

Moreover, the cooperation with the investigating the same time, there are no any return, incentives
bodies is a true manifestation of the consciousness of measures from the investigation bodies and court for
guilt by defendant and if take to account that the plead guilty person in the rules of criminal procedure and
prejudicial agreements are intended to expose accessories criminal legislation of the RK.
then procurement from the part of the defendant is However, the Kazakh lawmakers made the first step
inextricably related to the recognition of his guilt, help in towards the formation of the Criminal Procedure Institute
establishing of the degree of culpability of each accessory of plea bargain in the legislation by the introduction of
and the recognition of the guilt are obligatory conditions. Sec. 23-1 of Criminal Procedure Code of RK.

 Thus, it can be concluded that the prejudicial It should be noted that conflict of the purpose
agreement on cooperation is a kind of plea bargain. principle of deserved punishment to the guilty person and

From the point of view of the criminal procedure, the the principle of procedural economy in the Criminal
prejudicial cooperation agreement is a special structure of Procedure Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan described
special order institute at the conclusion an agreement. above has been successfully resolved by the presence of
The prejudicial agreement conclusion triggers the rules in part 2 article 190-2 of Criminal Procedure Code of
procedure of sentence mitigation. Thus, the legal nature RK prescribing the case investigators and patrol
of the prejudicial agreement on cooperation can be investigator elucidates the circumstances of the crime and
defined as the procedural basis for mitigation of the the facts supporting his guilt by conducting investigation
sentence and the provisions of institution of a special measures listed in part 3 article 190-2 of Criminal
(simplified and reduced) order at the conclusion of the Procedure Code of RK. Thus, this rule allows to avoid the
prejudicial agreement on cooperation. self-incrimination of the suspect and the defendant,

It should be emphasized that the cooperation establishes the true culprit of the crime, what is more
agreement is required tool for the investigation and important than procedural economy.
disclosure of the criminal cases of serious and very The draft of the new Criminal Procedure Code of RK
serious crimes committed as part of a group of individuals, (hereinafter - the Project) proposed the introduction of a
organized groups, criminal association, or stable armed procedural agreement, which is regulated by chapter 62 of
criminal group (band). Thus, the conclusion of an the Project [16]. Part 1, article 611 of the Project states that
agreement on the prejudicial (Procedure) cooperation is the investigation of criminal cases within the framework of
the fundamental condition for admission of guilt in the the procedural agreement must be undertaken:
crimes committed in complicity.

Analysis of the practice of Russian legal enforcement In short time for small or moderate crimes and for
procedures of prejudicial cooperation agreement indicates serious crimes in case of the consent with the
the growing importance of this institution in the fight suspicion (the prosecution);
against crime. There are no factors for slowing down this Facilitating the active detection and investigation of
process [15]. crimes committed by a criminal group, the most

To simplify and accelerate the procedure of inquiry serious crimes committed by other persons as well as
and preliminary investigation of simple offenses in extremist and terrorist crimes (cooperation
accordance with the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan agreement).
No 213-IV adopted on 03.12.2009 in the Criminal Procedure
Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the simplified In this case, the lawmakers admit the reiteration:
prejudicial procedure, which is now expressed in the rules Paragraph 1 of part 1 of article 611 of the Project is
of chapter 23-1 of the Criminal Procedure Code of the identical in the meaning to part 4, article 190 “Compact
Republic of Kazakhstan is implemented in the Republic of prejudicial investigation” of the same Project. There is a
Kazakhstan. problem of the form of the investigation (compact or

According to part 1, article 190-1, if the culprit reduced). To avoid confusion, there is a necessity to
committed the small, serious and very serious crime, remove the reference on the reduced procedure and small,
confessed to the crime, does not dispute the evidences, moderate, or serious crimes. Thus, part 1 of article 611 of
the nature and amount of damages then he has been the Project must begin as “in the case of agreement with
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